The SIXTIES-L Discussion List

The SIXTIES-L discussion list was founded in 1993. It is a moderated electronic mail forum for interdisciplinary academic and literary discussion of the cultural, social, and political movements of the Sixties with over 600 subscribers. We invite participation from scholars in the various disciplines, such as history, literature, area studies, women's studies, african american studies, sociology, economics, political science, religion, psychology, queer studies, cultural studies etc. We also encourage the participation of teachers, artists and activists.

SIXTIES-L is sponsored by the Sixties Project, the Institute of Advanced Technology in the Humanities at the University of Virginia at Charlottesville, and by Viet Nam Generation, Inc.

What are the Sixties?

- Rules for Posting
- Subscribe to SIXTIES-L
- SIXTIES-L Archives (Archives can be searched by thread, by author, and by date. You can also search our entire site by keyword.)

If you have questions about SIXTIES-L, write to our moderators.
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